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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Hoya  58mm UV and IR Cut Filter A-58UVIR,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up IR Control Hoya.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Hoya  58mm UV and IR Cut Filter A-58UVIR

        The user manual for the Hoya  58mm UV and IR Cut Filter A-58UVIR provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Photography  -  Filters  -  IR Control.
        


        The 58 mm UV and IR Cut Filter from Hoya is a lens filter that, when attached to your lens, permits only the visible spectrum of light rays to enter the camera and get captured by the sensor. It blocks out both the higher frequency ultraviolet rays, and lower frequency infrared light rays. This is important to digital photographers because the CCD and CMOS sensors found in our cameras are extremely susceptible to catching UV and IR rays just outside the visible spectrum that have a very negative impact on image quality.

The filter offers even greater versatility than is already found in a combination UV-IR filter due to its front and rear threads. They permit stackable standard-size filters to be attached, giving you even more filter effect options, while also accommodating a standard lens cap as well.

Another benefit to using the UV-IR filter is that it can also reduce the effects of atmospheric haze to a greater degree than would be found with a standard UV filter. This means that sharper images with more depth and finer, richer color gradations are possible when utilizing the filter's effects in your photography. This combination filter is a very convenient option for those who seek a clearer and sharper image when captured outdoors, while getting the benefits of two filters in one.        
      
	        
        If you own a Hoya ir control and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Hoya  58mm UV and IR Cut Filter A-58UVIR in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Hoya  58mm UV and IR Cut Filter A-58UVIR:
  Specifications
  
 
   	 Type 	 Ultraviolet and infrared cut filter 
	 Size 	 58 mm 
	 Rotating 	 No 
	 Effect 	 Blocks both UV rays and IR rays, leaving only the visible spectrum 
	 Construction 	 Aluminum filter ring, glass substrate 
	 Front Filter Thread Size 	 58 mm 
	 Front Lens Cap Size 	 58 mm 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 0.18 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 3.1 x 3.1 x 0.9" 

 
 
      
 
 
 
 
     
	
        The user manual for the Hoya  58mm UV and IR Cut Filter A-58UVIR can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new ir control, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Hoya users keep a unique electronic library
        for Hoya ir controls,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Hoya  58mm UV and IR Cut Filter A-58UVIR.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Hoya  58mm UV and IR Cut Filter A-58UVIR, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the ir control.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Hoya service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Hoya  58mm UV and IR Cut Filter A-58UVIR. User manuals are also
        available on the Hoya website under Photography  -  Filters  -  IR Control.
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      Question and answer discussion forum concerning user instructions and resolving problems with the Hoya  58mm UV and IR Cut Filter A-58UVIR

Post new comment to Hoya  58mm UV and IR Cut Filter A-58UVIR

	Subject: Reddish Cast
	Date: 08.11.2022 21:09:20	Author: chuck scherl
	I am using your Hoya 58mm UV and IR Cut Screw-in Filter to correct for removal of the OEM internal filter for Canon T1i. Helps a lot but still a redish cast to the image. (original internal filter removed for astropotography) should I add another IR filter is so what kind.
	Reply


Post new comment/question/response regarding the Hoya  58mm UV and IR Cut Filter A-58UVIR      
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        	Fields marked with  * must be filled out.
	Your name *:	
	E-mail :	
	Subject *:	
	Message text *:	
	Enter the code *:
            
(spam block)	"manual" 
	
              If you would like to receive a response to your comment, don’t forget to include your e-mail address.
              Your e-mail will not be displayed or otherwise used in any way.
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